Drum & Stick

Materials (per child):

*Dowel rod cut 6” long (skinny enough to cut with scissors)
*Circle pattern for top of drums
*Grocery bag
*Large steel food can
*Scissors
*Yarn
*Rubber band (large)
*Cotton ball (1-2)
*Small felt square
*Beads, feathers
*Masking tape

If you cut along all the folds of the grocery bag except the bottom, it should look like this:

![Diagram of cut grocery bag]

Cut the circle pattern out of each side. Cut the thin sides out, including some of the bottom. (You can do this precut work beforehand).

![Diagram of cut circle pattern]
Take the cut circle and fit over the top of the steel can, holding it down with the rubber band.

Wrap the thin section of the grocery bag around the sides of the can and tape.

Decorate your drum.

For stick:

Put cotton ball on top of stick.

Wrap felt square around cotton ball and tie with yarn.

Add beads and feathers if desired.